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SATURATION VELOCITY

Saturation velocity is the maximum velocity a charge
carrier in a semiconductor, generally an electron, attains
in the presence of very high electric fields.

THE MUSIC
A Teenage Dream for Piano & CPU
A Teenage Dream is a 28 minute piece for piano and CPU (generously funded by the
Canada Council), based on four songs by Katy Perry. Previously, I have written a piece
around Gershwin songs, so I thought I’d try more popish artifacts as source material for
classical stratagems.
Accordingly, the cantus firmus material is excavated from Teenage Dream (TD),
Bon Appetit (BA), Dark Horse (DH), and Firework (FW). After coding the themes, each
song then conjured a free association extension. For instance, from BA, the 1- b2 progression and slightly Latin rhythm spawned all things Spanish, while from DH, the video
and middle eastern scale emitted a middle eastern flavour. For FW, because of the fireworks and the EDM/house/ mechanical groove, I use more militaristic/patriotic /4th of
July/American themes, while TD remains more neutral as it is basically the stew where
the other themes boil.
Other pop sources used was the Migos’ rap from Bon Appetit was another pop
source used that I turned into a more languid William Shatneresque rendition. Plus, I
make reference to the music video of the restaurant scene in BA and the dog in DH.
The only other source material I used (albeit mangled) to contrast the pop elements,
were bits of Tallis (for religiosity) and Wagner’s Rheingold opening passage dove tailing
into a Rheinmaidens’ sojourn

The structure of the work consists of 4 large murals (quadriptych) each inside a
Bergian forward/retrograde ordering, that formally connects/overlaps the movements.
So eventually, in the four murals, objects on the left end up right and visa versa. This
creates a kinda Groundhog Day of recapitulations not unlike the feeling of a dystopic
rondo form.
The harmonic structure is based around a four chord progression, each a minor
third apart. The harmonic rhythm accelerates over time until it’s an eighth note per
modulation. This is all while an accompanying accelerating, rising thirds bass part
emphasizes the outline of a diminished seventh chord (four ascending minor thirds).
Other harmonic approaches include the four solo piano sections which is sort of Bill
Evans plays Schoenberg while in the central worship alter of each movement, is an
extended explorations of pan-diatonic, Bachish, canonic-inversion improv.
The finished idealization is loaded into 300 tracks of audio, midi instruments, and
a mountain of software plugins, shaping the audio density to ever greater climaxes.
Sade auf Kashmir for Cello & CPU
Sade auf Kashmir is a 21-minute piece for Cello and CPU, generously funded by
the Canada Council. The work was originally conceived from an earlier 90’s piece
(pre- mashup era), the concept based on the sonic intertwining of Sade’s No Ordinary
Love (‘NOL’) with Led Zeppelin’s Kashmir (‘K.’).
The proportional prototype for all the formal layers is based on the the three
measure progression of ‘K.’ being rhythmically nested into the four measure pattern of
‘NOL’. The ensuring contrapuntal cross phrasing and formal overlappings permeate the
entire piece. These layers are then packed into a traditional theme and variation surface,
the theme being followed by nine variations (inside three movements), followed be a
return to the original ‘tonic’ theme/tempo.
The harmonic language contrasts the inherent chromaticism of ‘K.’ with the
descending 6th diatonicism found in ‘NOL’. These two separate harmonic entities
tie-in with the cultural roots of each piece, ‘K.’ exploring a jerry-rigged Indian scale,

while NOL spawns a ‘MacGyvered’, limited-pitch, Nigerian/African diatonicism. In the
piece’s finale, ‘K’ goes full diatonic and the elements are fully integrated.
The finished idealization is loaded into 300 tracks of audio, midi instruments, and
a mountain of software plugins, shaping the audio density to ever greater climaxes.

THE COMPOSER
MC Maguire is a composer/producer who has created a very
quirky post-modern hybrid that combines classical, pop, jazz,
electro-acoustic, and world music traditions. He works primarily in
his studio’s multi-track environment (up to 400 tracks) combining
live recording, sampling, synths, exotic plugins, and digital editing
possibilities. The finished product usually consists of a rigid, hierarchical, multi-layered construct, which is mathematically proportioned to reflect the
philosophical / psychological thrust of each individual work’s raison d’être.
His third CD, Nothing Left to Destroy, was released on Innova/Naxos, in the fall of
2011 while his second CD, Trash of Civilizations was released on Innova/Naxos in 2009
(nominated in the Grammy ¼ finals for Best Classical CD and Best Chamber Music
Performance). Finally, his first CD, Meta-Conspiracy, was released on John Zorn’s label,
Tzadik, in 2007.
Reviews of his work include: “it sounded as though Conlon Nancarrow had lived
to re-imagine his impossible piano pieces in the sampler age,” “the most irritating and
spellbinding composer since Philip Glass,” “the most original Canadian composer since
R. Murray Schafer,” “Roll over Claude Vivier,” “will likely attract the same kind of cult
following as Frank Zappa,” “brushes away the dust from all classical music,” “New
Music got newer,” “it destroys all the accepted ideas about aesthetics and beauty in
Art,” “one of the most astonishing CDs I’ve ever heard,” “a daunting brilliance exploding from the music,” “a long punch to the plexus that opens up your ears and saturates

your brain cells,” “Guru of electronic manipulation,” “This is music to completely
drown yourself in and then end with a quiet ‘Amen’,” “sprinkles a gleeful pee all over
the world of genteel music-making,” “Welcome to the future?,” “the supreme postmodernist,” “we stand in awe of these mammoth constructions,” “the music brims
with ideas and abundant pleasures,” “on the edge of a damaging collapse of the senses,”
“teaches us something about ourselves and our culture,” “indescribably awesome
stuff,” “absolutely nuts,” and “works to be heard to be believed.”
His work has been performed at Lincoln Center, the Victoriaville Festival in
Quebec, the Stone and the Bang on a Can Marathon in New York City (four times).
Many performances have also occurred in his native Vancouver and his current
residence, Toronto. Recently, Pianist Keith Kirchoff toured ‘Short History of Lounge’
through England, the U.S., and Mexico.
MC Maguire received his bachelors and Masters from UBC, Vancouver and did
post-graduate work at Guildhall, London, and private study in Heidelberg, Germany.
He also did Doctoral Studies at Eastman School of Music.
Finally, Maguire has done many different commercial composer/producer projects
in film, advertising, TV as well as producing many other artists. Career highlights include
2012 Independent Music Awards‘ Best Instrumental Album, for Michael Torke’s Tahiti
and scoring Nick Vitis’ Polychroma,which won First prize Stonybook Film Fest, First
Prize Westcliffe Film Fest, First Prize Canadian International Film Fest, and was a finalist
in the Hollywood Film Fest (2005).

THE PERFORMERS
Keith Kirchoff is a pianist, composer, conductor, concert curator, and teacher.
Described as a “virtuosic tour de force” whose playing is “energetic, precise, (and)
sensitive,” he works towards promoting under-recognized composers and educating
audiences of the importance of new and experimental music. An active lecturer who

has presented in countries throughout the world, his recital programs focus on
the integration of computers and modern electronics into a traditional classical
performance space.
Kirchoff has played in many of the United States’ largest cities including New
York, Boston, Miami, Chicago, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, San Francisco, and Austin, as
well as major cities throughout Italy, New Zealand, Australia, England, Canada, Belgium,
Mexico, China, and The Netherlands. He has appeared with orchestras throughout
the U.S. performing a wide range of concerti, including the Boston premier of Charles
Ives’ Emerson Concerto and the world premier of Matthew McConnell’s Concerto for
Toy Piano, as well as more traditional concerti by Tschaikowsky and Chopin. He has
also been a featured soloist in many music festivals including the Festival de Musique
Actuelle de Victoriaville, Festival Internacional de Müsica Contemporánea, the Society
for Electro- Acoustic Music in the United States (SEAMUS), the Oregon Festival of
American Music, and the International Computer Music Conference (ICMC).
Throughout his career, Kirchoff has premiered well over 100 new works and
commissioned several dozen. As a strong supporter of modern music, he has worked
closely with many prominent composers including Christian Wolff, Frederic Rzewski,
and Louie Andriessen. As a lecturer, Kirchoff has presented seminars, lectures, and
master classes on the music of the 21st century at many of the country’s
largest Universities. One of the nation’s prominent performers of electronic music, his
“Electroacoustic Piano” tour has been presented throughout two continents, and he
has twice hosted an international composers competition seeking music for piano and
live electronics: first with the University of Toronto in 2011, and then again with the
American Composers Forum in 2015. Since 2011, he has released three albums in his
Electroacoustic Piano series on Thinking outLOUD Records.
Known for his artistic versatility, whether it be as a classical, jazz or contemporary
cellist, Bryan Holt has performed throughout North America and abroad in numerous
concert halls and alternative venues.

Holt has appeared with many of the leading ensembles in the Greater Toronto
Area including Continuum Contemporary Music, Art of Time Ensemble, Against the
Grain Theatre, Pocket Concerts, Soundstreams, Thin Edge New Music Collective,
Tapestry Opera, and more. He also has occasionally appeared in the cello sections
of the Canadian Opera Company Orchestra, National Ballet of Canada Orchestra,
Toronto Symphony Orchestra, Esprit Orchestra and many other professional
orchestras and ensembles.
Holt is one half of VC2 Cello Duo (www.vc2celloduo.com) alongside his longtime colleague Amahl Arulanandam. The pair were members of their teacher Matt
Haimovitz’s ensemble, Uccello, and were semi-finalists in the 2015 Eckhardt-Gramatte
competition. The duo has been featured artists at Toronto Summer Music Festival,
Ottawa Chamberfest, 21C Music Festival, Ritornello Festival, the Prairie Cello Institute
and the soundSCAPE Festival (Italy), amongst others. Hailed by CBC Radio as being “a
tight unit, with excellent intonation and expression,” VC2 strongly believes in the support and creation of new works by living composers, especially those from their home
country of Canada. To this end, VC2’s first album Beethoven’s Cellists features five new
works by Canadian composers based on the five Beethoven Cello Sonatas. In February
2018 VC2 embarked on a tour of the East Coast presented by Debut Atlantic and
will be touring artists for Prairie Debut in the 2019-20 season.
Dr. Holt recently completed a Doctorate of Music in Cello Performance at the
University of Toronto researching distance learning strategies for the transmission of
modern cello pedagogy. He holds a masters degree from McGill University in Solo
Cello Performance and completed his undergraduate studies at the University of
Toronto, where he was a two-time recipient of the Felix Galimir Award in Chamber
Music Performance. His teachers have included Shauna Rolston, Matt Haimovitz, David
Hetherington, Simon Fryer, Paul Widner, Matt Brubeck and Charita Holod. Holt is
highly sought after as a teacher and maintains a private studio in downtown Toronto
while also visiting several schools as a guest coach in the Greater Toronto Area.
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